The relationship between BCL6 bodies and nuclear sites of normal and halogenated DNA and RNA synthesis.
BCL6 is a POZ/BTB and zinc finger transcription factor that self-interacts and accumulates into discrete nuclear "bodies" of unknown function. We recently reported that BCL6 bodies associate with bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU)-substituted DNA, suggesting their implication in replication. To examine this possibility, we examine here by electron and confocal microscopy the relation between BCL6 bodies and replication foci (RF) using incorporation of various halogenated nucleotides (BrdU, chlorodeoxyuridine, CldU, and iododeoxyuridine, IdU) or PCNA (proliferating cell nuclear antigen) staining. We show that BCL6 bodies are found associated with RF, as revealed by PCNA staining. However, such association is markedly prolonged upon BrdU or CldU incorporation, but less, or not at all, upon IdU incorporation. Pulse-chase and double-labeling experiments indicate that IdU-substituted DNA leaves BCL6 bodies after a few tenths of minutes while BrdU- or CldU-substituted DNA stalls in their vicinity for several hours, thereby giving the characteristic "crowns" of DNA entirely surrounding BCL6 bodies. In all cases, however, the halogenated DNA ends up undergoing a movement from BCL6 bodies toward nucleoplasm and nuclear periphery to reach euchromatin and heterochromatin, respectively. We propose that replicating DNA is prone to be bound by BCL6, while BrdU/CldU incorporation increases this propensity possibly because these two events have synergistic effects on the structure and chromatinisation of the newly synthesized DNA. Finally, despite the known proximity between nuclear sites of transcription and replication, we show via several approaches that BCL6 bodies do not appear to be involved either in RNA synthesis or storage.